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Abstract—Detecting process-based attacks on industrial con-
trol systems (ICS) is challenging. These cyber-attacks are de-
signed to disrupt the industrial process by changing the state
of a system, while keeping the system’s behaviour close to
the expected behaviour. Such anomalous behaviour can be
effectively detected by an event-driven approach. Petri Net (PN)
model identification has proved to be an effective method for
event-driven system analysis and anomaly detection. However,
PN identification-based anomaly detection methods require ICS
device logs to be converted into event logs (sequence of events).
Therefore, in this paper we present a formalised method for
pre-processing and transforming ICS device logs into event logs.
The proposed approach outperforms the previous methods of
device logs processing in terms of anomaly detection. We have
demonstrated the results using two published datasets.

Index Terms—industrial control systems; intrusion detection
system; system identification; process-related attacks

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) suffer from special cate-
gory of cyber-attacks known as process-based attacks. These
cyber-attacks are meant to disrupt the process or damage
the critical infrastructure by changing the physical state of
a system e.g., Stuxnet, BlackEnergy, and Triton etc. [1].
Intrusion detection can be a viable approach to safeguard
the ICS against cyber-attacks [2]. Apart from monitoring the
network traffic, there is growing interest in exploiting physical
properties (e.g., temperature, pressure, etc.) of ICS in order
to design an effective intrusion detection system (IDS) [3].
However, detecting process-based attacks is challenging. A
stealthy attacker may try to disrupt the industrial process by
changing the state of a system such that it does not to raise
a safety alarm but does disrupt the process [4]. Fig 1 shows
an example of process related attack where attacker “turned
off the water pump before tank was full” and then tried to
damage the water tank system by rapid “on and off” control
of the water pump. While, the water tank level remains within
the normal range i.e., it neither overflows nor underflows.

Process-based anomalies can be detected effectively by
analysing event-driven data compared to statistical analysis
of sampled data [5]. An event is referred to as instantaneous
change in the state of a system such “pump is turned off”.

Petri net (PN) is a well known formalism for modelling event
driven systems. Moreover, a PN model of system behaviour
can been used for anomaly detection as a one-class classifier
[6]. However, in ICS event-driven data or event logs are not
readily available for PN identification. Events information is
extracted from the ICS device logs [7]. Device logs contain
record of device status with timestamps [8], as shown in
Table. I. While, existing ICS device logs processing methods
such as discussed in [7], [9] are limited to discrete event
systems (DES) i.e., inputs and outputs of a system are logical
(0/1 or on/off). However, most of the real-time automated
systems are hybrid. For example, HVAC systems where input
such as room temperature is a continuous valued dataset, while
output sent by the controller is a logical valued dataset i.e.,
turn-on or turn-off the air-conditioning [10].

Therefore, the contribution for this paper is to present a
formalised method to process the ICS device logs of hybrid
systems to extract event information. A simple approach could
be to rely solely on expert knowledge to convert device
logs into events. However, relying on expert knowledge can
be prone to errors [5]. One of the reason for that is, ICS
undergo various changes (e.g., maintenance, replacement of
faulty equipment, or software upgrade) during the lifespan and
system may not work exactly the same as it was designed [11].
While, from the signal processing perspective quantising the
real number data such as water-level of tank into logical states
“Hi” or “Low” loses too much information [12].

In this paper we outline a formalised approach for trans-
forming the ICS device logs into event logs based on change
point analysis. We have demonstrated that proposed device log
processing method shows superior performance for anomaly
detection using PN model identification. It is evaluated using
two different datasets, QUT’s SIEMENS S7 dataset [7] and
SUTD water treatment system [13]. The remainder of the
paper is outlined as follows: In Section II we summarise
the system identification and process mining algorithms. In
Section III we define our event logs preprocessing method. In
Section V, we evaluate our anomaly detection system. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. Example of process related attack

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

In this section we provide a brief overview of anomaly
detection for industrial control systems to address the question
of why PN based anomaly detection can be effective. More-
over, an overview of the limitations of exiting ICS device logs
processing for PN model generation is provided.

A. Anomaly Detection

Fauri et al. [4] presented feature selection based anomaly
detection system, where each feature is similar to an event.
However, features are extracted from the ICS device logs based
on the expert knowledge, which may be prone to error as
discussed earlier. Lin et al. [14] presented a timed automata
based process oriented anomaly detection system. Automata
have limited modelling power compared to Petri net and lack
the ability to model concurrent behaviour. While, machine
learning based algorithms such as artificial neural network
lacks in providing actionable alerts [15].

Allen and Tilbury presented a Petri net model identification
based anomaly detection system [5]. However, the proposed
approach assumed that sequence of events is already known.
Myers et al. [7] presented a process mining based anomaly
detection system, where a Petri net model of a systems
behaviour is extracted from device logs for anomaly detection.
The proposed method provides an automated approach for
processing of device logs into event logs that is required for
anomaly detection using process mining algorithms. However,
this approach is limited to device logs with logical values,
while real valued device logs were ignored. Ignoring real
valued parameters leads to a sub-optimal model discovery
which causes a high false negative rate.

B. Device Logs Processing

In an industrial control system, programmable logic con-
trollers (PLCs) automate the process by reading the input
from sensors and sending output to actuators. The decision to
change the state of actuator (output event) is made based on
the set-points (input events). However, ICS device logs record

TABLE I
A SNIPPET OF ICS DEVICE LOGS OF WATER TANK SYSTEM IN QUT

SCADA LAB [7]

VarName Timestamps VarValue
HMI Tank Master Mode 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 0
Tank Level 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM -8.16274
Tank Off SP Int 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 80
Tank On SP Int 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 50
Tank Pump In Auto 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 0
Tank Pump In Manual 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 0
Tank Pump 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 0
Tank Read Tank Level 16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM -8.16274

the status of devices at specific time interval [8]. A snippet of
ICS device logs is shown in Table. I.

Device logs need to be converted into event logs for PN
model generation. One may argue that ICS should be simply
re-programmed to record events. However, it increases the
initial cost of implementation limits its adaptability of many
theoretical approaches in industrial environment [9]. On the
other hand relying solely on expert’s knowledge is prone to
error. Moreover, the motivation behind PN model identification
is to learn “how a system behaves?” rather than “how an expert
think it behaves?” [5]. While, existing methods [7], [9] for the
conversion of ICS device logs (I/O signal vectors) into events
are limited to discrete event systems as discussed earlier.

To elaborate how existing event logs pre-processing meth-
ods leads to sub-optimal solution we have selected an example
from [7]. Consider the water tank system where in normal
conditions, a PLC maintains the tank level between low (50)
and high (80) set-points by turning pump on and off shown
in Fig. 1. An attacker sends a malicious command to the PLC
and tries to turn off the pump before it reaches “tank level
hi”. Here all the output events i.e., turn off pump and the
tank system are as in normal behaviour. However, it is the
input event (tank level high and lo) in relation with the output
events that can lead to the detection of anomalous behaviour.
That’s why these attacks remained undetected in [7].

The scope of this paper is limited to the processing of
ICS device logs for Petri net model-based anomaly detection.
Therefore, PN model identification and conformance checking
algorithms are not discussed. Readers are referred to [7],
[16] for a comprehensive survey on PN model discovery and
anomaly detection.

III. NEW DEVICE LOG PROCESSING METHOD

The significance of our methodology is to convert device
logs of a hybrid control system into event logs that can
be used for PN model discovery and conformance checking
methods discussed in [16], [17]. An event log is a three-
tuple LE = (TE ,Ename,Cid) where TE = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tK〉
is a sequence of timestamps for the sequence of events
Ename = 〈ename 1, ename 2, . . . , ename K〉. While, Cid =
{cid 1, cid 2, . . . , cid j} is a finite set of integers an identifier
for each process trace. A process trace is a group of events
recorded during the execution of a process. While, timestamps
provides the ordering of events in a process trace.



TABLE II
ICS DEVICE LOGS OF WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM (A COMPACT REPRESENTATION)

Timestamp HMI Tank Master Mode Tank Pump In Auto Tank Pump Tank Level
16/06/2017 5:41:08 PM 0 0 0 -8.16274
16/06/2017 5:41:09 PM 1 1 1 -5.092119
16/06/2017 5:41:10 PM 1 1 1 -3.172978
16/06/2017 5:41:11 PM 1 1 1 0.767656

In this section the methodology of converting device logs
into event log is described. The method is elaborated with the
device logs presented in Table II, a more compact representa-
tion of device logs shown in Table I.

A. Event Logs Pre-processing

A device log is a three-tuple LD = (T,Dname,D), where
Dname = {dname 1,dname 2, . . . ,dname M} is a finite set
of system’s attribute name, T = 〈t1, t2, . . . , tN 〉 is a sequence
of timestamps at which system’s attribute value is recorded.
While, D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dM} is finite set of sequences,
where di represents a sequence of system’s attribute value
whose length depends on the observation duration such as,
di = 〈di1 , di2 , . . . , diN 〉 each element di(k) represents the
ith device status at the kth time instance. Before processing
device logs to extract event information, we need to filter these
logs.

1) Device Logs Filtering: The device logs contain redun-
dant and unwanted information that doesn’t represents any
event information. For example, in the QUT water tank dataset
shown in Table I, “Tank Off SP Int” and “Tank On SP Int”
is unwanted information for event-driven analysis because
it represents set-points to maintain the water level. While,
redundant status record information such as “Tank Level”
and “Tank Read Tank Level” refer to same record i.e., “level
sensor readings”. All the unwanted device logs that do not
contain any event information are filtered. Redundant informa-
tion needs to be filtered such that no two “system’s attribute
vectors” are equal, expressed as follows:

D =

M⋃
i=1

d i s.t. di 6= dj ∀(i, j) ∈ N ∧ i 6= j (1)

Dname =

M⋃
i=1

dname i s.t. di 6= dj ∀(i, j) ∈ N ∧ i 6= j (2)

2) Events Information Extraction: A hybrid system’s at-
tributes are a combination of logical and continuous value
vector sets i.e., D = DL ∪DC , where DL and DC represents
the set of logical valued and continuous valued vectors of the
system’s attribute respectively.

DL =

M⋃
i=1

di s.t. di ∈ D ∧ di ∈ {0, 1} (3)

DC =

M⋃
i=1

di s.t. di ∈ D ∧ di ∈ R ∧ di /∈ {0, 1} (4)

For the sake of clarity, the term continuous value of attribute
is used to refer the real numbered data such as Tank Level.
Although the sensor readings are digitised by an analogue to
digital converter before being processed by a PLC. However, it
shows a continuous trend like increasing or decreasing and any
change in value from the previous time record is not an event.
We use change point analysis to extract event information.

A change point is defined as the instance in a signal where
the statistical parameters (e.g., mean, variance, or slope etc.)
of a signal changes abruptly [18]. Based on the experiments
on ICS datasets trends, the input and output system attributes
either increase, decrease or remain constant as shown in Fig. 2
and 3. Therefore, the statistical parameter ‘slope’ is well
suited to find unknown changes points. This approach is useful
for both logical and continuous valued system’s attributes.
However, in case of continuous variables the detection rate
suffers from false positives i.e., change point does not refer to
an event as highlighted in Fig. 2. Therefore, we remove any
change point in the sequence of events for which the trend
(i.e., increasing or decreasing) remains the same.
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Fig. 2. Change points in water tank level variable

Let ci = {ci1 , ci2 , . . . , ciK} be a sequence of integers that
represent change point indices (i.e., occurrence of event) of a
signal vector di such that 0 < ci1 < ci2 < . . . < ciK < N .
Let E = {e1, e2, . . . , eM} be a finite set of vectors, where
ei represents an event sequence of the ith system’s attribute
given by:

ei =

K⋃
k=1

di (cik) s.t. sgn
(
di (cik)− di

(
cik−1

))
6= sgn

(
di

(
cik+1

)
− di (cik)

) (5)
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E represents the status value of system’s attributes at the
event indices C . These values correspond to a specific event
name which has been discussed in Sec. III-A3.

The method of extracting change points is as follows. Let
y = [y1, y2, . . . , yN ] be the signal of interest that changes
abruptly at unknown R − 1 instances, a sequence of points
as k = (k0, k1, . . . , kR−1) that divides the signal into R
segments. A common approach used to find the change point
is to minimise the contrast function J , that measures the
deviation in the desired statistical property at each point of
the section [18], given by:

J (r) =

R−1∑
r=0

kr+1−1∑
i=kr

Υ
(
yi; θ

([
ykr . . . ykr+1−1

]))
(6)

where θ is the characteristic parameter function of signal y
that changes abruptly at the change points. While Υ is the
deviation measurement in the characteristic parameter. The
deviation in the slope of a signal to find out change points
at the ith instance given by [19]:

kn∑
i=km

Υ (yi; θ ([ykm
. . . ykn

])) = (kn − km) σ̂ ([ykm
. . . ykn

])

−

(
kn∑

i=km

((yi − µ̂ ([ykm . . . ykn ])) (i− µ ([km . . . kn])))

)2

(kn − km + 1)σ ([kmkm+1 . . . kn])
(7)

where σ̂ is empirical variance and µ̂ is empirical mean. For
an unknown number of change points, the contrast function J
is minimised by adding a penalty function β to each change
point to limit overfitting [20].

c = arg min
r
J(r) + βr (8)

3) Events Name Derivation: As discussed earlier an event
is an instantaneous change in the state of the system. The
event information E , C extracted in the previous section

must be named that it is useful for the understanding of
discovered model. We attached systems’ attribute state with
the event information in case of continuous valued system
attributes because event information increasing or decreasing
does not provide a full description of the event. For example,
every time pump is turned on level starts rising as shown
in Fig. 1, thus adding level information can be useful
such as tank level lo & increasing. In case of the water
tank system example discussed above, Tank Level values
during normal system operation at the event instance ei be
either 80 ± um, 50 ± um, or − 5 ± um which refers to
Tank Level Hi, Tank Level Lo, or Tank Level Empty,
where um refers to measurement error. While, in the case of
logical valued system attributes such as Tank Pump, it is
either Turned On or Turned Off.

Let Aname be the set of possible elementary event names.
For each system’s attribute dname i ∈ Dname and its specific
value eik ∈ ei, we define an event name derivation function

f
(dname i,eik)
event : Dname×E → Aname to map dname i and ei

to elementary event name aname. This function takes the pair
(dname i, ei (k)) and returns an event name ename ik . It is ex-
pressed as a set: Ename = {ename 1, ename 2, . . . , ename M}.

4) Event Log Derivation: Let T = {t1, t2, . . . , tM} be set
of event sequence timestamps given by:

TE =

M⋃
i=1

T (ci) s.t. sgn
(
di (cik)− di

(
cik−1

))
6= sgn

(
di

(
cik+1

)
− di (cik)

) (9)

Therefore, it can be said that |Ename| = |T| = I . Let’s
assume there is a specific sequence of Case ID Cid =
{cid 1, cid 2, . . . , cid I} for each pair of timestamps and event.
Let LE be a sorted sequence of events against timestamps as
shown in Table III. For a sequential process system, Case ID is
incremented every time for a specific event that marks the start
of each process instance to differentiate process traces. For ex-
ample, event HMI Tank Master Mode Activated occurred
during the start of a new process in event logs as shown
in Table III. Case ID is only required for process discovery
algorithms, while Petri net model identification requires a
sequence of events for model discovery. A comparison of these
schemes has been provided in [16]. Finally, a sorted sequence
of logs containing timestamps T, events Ename and case ID
Cid is expressed as follows:

LE = {(ti, enamei , cidi
) ∀i ∈ N ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤ I|ti ≤ ti + 1}

(10)

A snippet of event logs derived from device logs (Table. I)
of water tank system is provided in Table III

IV. ANOMALY DETECTION

Sec. III provides a formalised method to convert the device
logs of a hybrid system into event logs that are useful process-
based anomaly detection discussed as follows.



TABLE III
A SNIPPET OF EVENT LOGS OF WATER TANK SYSTEM

Time Event Case
16/06/2017 5:12:37 PM HMI Tank Deactivate 1
16/06/2017 5:46:41 PM HMI Tank Activate 2
16/06/2017 5:46:42 PM Pump Status ON 2
16/06/2017 5:46:44 PM Tank Level Lo INC 2
16/06/2017 5:48:25 PM Pump Status OFF 2
16/06/2017 5:48:28 PM Tank Level Hi DEC 2

A. System Identification

For the Petri net model generation from event logs, one of
the existing algorithms is utilised based on the comparison of
different discovery methods provided in [16]. The selection of
specific algorithm relies on the basis that it should be able to
discover generalised behaviour without filtering any infrequent
event. Therefore, Inductive Miner with perfect fitness [21] was
used for model discovery. The next step is to verify the fitness
of the discovered model such that the discovered model can
replay all the events in the normal sequence. Therefore, a
token replay based conformance checking algorithm [22] is
employed. It quantifies the fitness of the model between 0 and
1 such that 1 is for a perfect match.

B. Conformance Analysis

ICS event logs are compared with the discovered model
from the event logs of system’s normal operation to identify
anomalies. However, now the aim is to check that if a specific
process instance conform with the expected behaviour in
addition to “where it deviates from the expected behaviour?”.
Therefore, an alignment based conformance checking algo-
rithm [22] has been used to identify anomalies in the event
logs.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate if our new ICS device logs processing method
leads to an overall improvement in PN model identification-
based anomaly detection method. We compared our approach
against the existing device logs processing method in [7].
While, a similar model discovery and conformance checking
algorithm was utilised for both event logs (processed by our
approach and proposed by Myers et al. [7]). Moreover, the
proposed method was tested with two different datasets. The
first dataset is from water treatment plant which is a six stage
system from SUTD, iTrust cyber security research center [13].
While, the other dataset is of an industrial process from a three
stage system consisting of a conveyor belt sorting system, a
water tank system, and a reactor pressure vessel system. This
data set was generated at QUT’s SCADA Lab [7].

We developed MATLAB scripts to process the devices logs
of both datasets into respective events logs based on our
method, outlined in Section III. Both “control (or normal)
and attack” files of the dataset were processed using the same
script. The processed event logs from the control dataset was
used to discover expected behaviour. While, the processed
attack dataset was used for conformance analysis i.e., identify

anomalies by comparing with expected behaviour. For model
discovery and conformance checking we used ProM, an open
source framework that contain plugins of model discovery and
conformance checking algorithms [24].

Fig. 4. A snapshot of anomaly detection results of first dataset

There were total of 41 attacks in the first dataset [13].
However, five attacks i.e., attack no. 5, 9, 15, and 18 have
no impact on system’s physical process. Moreover, there is no
information available in the dataset to detect attack no. 4 [13].
Thus, there are 35 attacks in first dataset and 21 attacks in the
second datasets respectively, that change the physical process
of the system. A total 30 out of 35 attacks in the first dataset,
and 20 out of 21 attacks in the second dataset were detected. A
snapshot of anomalies detected based on PN model discovery
and conformance checking using ProM is provided in Fig. 4.
Moreover, 5 and 7 false positives were detected in the first and
second dataset respectively. Attack no. 13, 14, 24, 29, and 37
in the first dataset remain undetected in first dataset. While,
attack no. 21 remained undetected in the second dataset is
the process ran longer than expected as shown in Fig. 5. PN
model identification methods discover input and output events’
relation rather than the timing of the process.
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Fig. 5. Attack remained undetected in second dataset [7]

Performance evaluation of anomaly detection is measured
using the common criteria 1) True Positive Rate and 2)
Precision. Results in comparison with the previous intrusion
detection methods for ICS have been summarised in Table IV.
It includes a comparison with Myer’s device log processing
method [7], TABOR [14] and machine learning based IDS
method [23]. TABOR is an automata model discovery based
anomaly detection method [14]. While, machine learning



TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS

True Positive Rate Precision
This Approach Myer’s [7] TABOR [14] CNN [23] This Approach Myer’s [7] TABOR [14] CNN [23]

1st Dataset 0.86 0.33 0.79 0.89 0.86 0.70 0.86 0.95
2nd Dataset 0.95 0.76 – – 0.71 0.69 – –

approach is based on convolution neural networks (CNN) for
intrusion detection [23]. Our method outperforms previous
system modelling based anomaly detection approaches [7],
[14] in terms of attack detection. CNN based IDS performs
better for attack detection and precision. However, the sig-
nificance of behavioural modelling-based anomaly detection
methods is that they provide necessary information to take
swift action on alerts. However, it is not the case for anomaly
detection using machine learning algorithms, such as neural
networks and n-gram [15].

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a method to convert ICS
device logs into event logs that are useful for PN model
identification-based anomaly detection. The proposed method
in this paper is useful for discovering or rediscovering a PN
model from the data generated during system operation instead
of relying solely on expert’s knowledge. The limitation of
manually created PN model is its adaptability to any change
in the system configuration. We have presented how to convert
continuous valued system attributes for a PN model discovery
of a hybrid control system. Adding continuous valued system
attributes information can significantly improve the anomaly
detection results.

In future we plan to expand this research on anomaly
detection. The proposed approach relies on the fact that sensor
readings are not tampered with. Spoofing attacks in first
dataset were not very sophisticated as they do not follow a
trend (i.e., increasing or decreasing), just set a sensor reading
to a specific value. Thus, these attacks were easily detected
by our method. While, the second dataset does not contain
any spoofing attacks. Therefore, a promising research area
can be the interlacing of process based anomaly detection
with network based IDS to improve overall attack detection
of sensor spoofing.
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